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ABSTRACT
A study was conducted to measure
the change in spatial
modulation sensitivity of the human eye's blue sensitive
system at low light levels due to color shift, intensity
change, and accommodation of red
and green sensitive systems
with yellow light. A testing device was designed which
allowed a wide range of variation in viewing conditions for
targets of several spatial frequencies.
IV
Results indicate that the ability to resolve gratings by
the blue cones is depressed by lowering grating intensities
but does not depend on wavelength within the blue cone
sensitivity envelope to any extent greater than that
explained by simple spectral sensitivity.
Applying a uniform yellow illumination over the
gratings, exciting red & green cone systems, depresses the
ability to detect gratings consistent with Weber's law. This
implies no lateral inhibition between the blue cones and the
red or green cones at low intensities.
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INTRODUCTION
It has been well established that the human visual
system depends on the sensitivity of cell structures in the
retina (rods and cones) to the intensity of the light
striking them. It is also accepted that three classes of
cones with different ranges of wavelength sensitivities
exist and are essential for perceiving color. Interactions
between cones of similar color sensitivity and different
color sensitivities have been proposed to explain the
measured perception of spatial (sinusoidal) frequency in
various colors .( 1) (2)
The interest in spatial sensitivity has its basis in
Fourier analysis. If the sensitivities to all spatial
frequencies are known, (and the system is linear, Homogeneous
and isotropic (21)) then the perception of any subject, can
be predicted by breaking the subject into its spatial
frequency components (Fourier transforming it) , multiplying
by a modulation transfer function and then back transforming
the results. (3) The ability to exactly, mathematically
represent the human visual system has obvious benefits to
research in many areas where humans gather data, visually
guide equipment or are entertained. (i .e. ,microscopy, aerial
reconnaissance, aircraft piloting, television, printing,





Figures 1: Contrast sensitivity data for white light from
Davidson (a) (ref. 2, p 341) and for red, green
and blue mechanisms from Kelly (b) (ref. 1, p 69)
Although relative sensitivity and modulation are
inversely proportional, reciprocal scales on the
ordinate allow direct comparison.
Early research established the wavelength sensitivities
of three classes of cones. (4) (5) Later research measured the
spatial contrast sensitivity of each of these classes. (6) (7)
However broad overlaps in color sensitivity and probable
interaction between cone classes have made separation of the
performance of each class very difficult. There are
inconsistencies between the results of the few major pieces
of research in this area.
Contrast Sensitivity Functions
If the eye is presented with a series of sinusoidally
modulated images of decreasing contrasts, a point is reached
where the sinusoid is present but cannot be perceived
(contrast threshold) . If this is done over a range of
spatial frequencies a threshold sensitivity curve can be
generated called Modulation Transfer Function (8) (9) (13) ,
describing function, or contrast sensitivity curve. This
curve is shown in Figure 1. It is important to note that
threshold modulation and contrast sensitivity are inversely
proportional. That is, at a lower sensitivity to contrast a
signal with greater modulation is required to be perceived.
Since the sinusoids are being detected by discrete sensors
(cones) in some form of array and imaged thru a lens the drop
off at high frequencies can be simply explained by losses in
the optical system and ultimately the limits of resolution of
the array. (10)
However, the fall off at low frequencies is not easily
explained this way. This unique function of the eye has been
ascribed to lateral inhibition between cones. (11) Kelly,
Cornsweet and others have described in clear detail proposed
physiology with convincing
experimental evidence to support
lateral inhibition. (12) (13) It is sufficient here to accept
its existence.
While on the surface this may seem to have no useful
function in the visual system it has been shown that
excitation of cones combined with lateral inhibition can have
the effect of enhancing the perceived contrast of points,
edges, etc. in a way similar to unsharp masking in
photography. Figure 2 illustrates this effect.
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Figure 2: Calculation of edge enhancement due to unique MTF
of the human eye from Cornsweet (ref. 2, p 344).
Color Sensitivity Functions
The wavelength dependent sensitivity to light has been
evaluated in many ways to attempt to measure absolute
sensitivities and separate the sensitivities of the three
classes of cones . (14) (4) Figure 3 illustrates a general
description of the accepted sensitivities. Large scale
spectral overlap between the classes and evidence
that
inhibition between classes exists (22) (currently held
theories of hue perception depend upon this (23)) cloud the





absorption spectra of human cones from
Wald & Brown (ref. 2, p 216).
Interactions
Combining the two functions above to measure the
contrast sensitivity vs. spatial frequency (called here MTF
for simplicity) for the cone classes has been done by several
authors. (15) (16) (17) Common techniques have involved
flashing (flicker photometry) the image at temporal
frequencies short enough to reduce the effects of the
relatively slow lateral inhibition process (18) and
accommodating*
the eye with a light of the proper wavelength
and intensity to saturate the cone class not being tested to
effectively wash out the effect of lateral inhibition. (19)
These techniques have yielded noticeably different results
(Figure 4) implying that effects of lateral inhibition may
not have been completely nulled in all cases.
Work done by DeValois et al (20,26) on the Macaque
monkey (color vision that appears to be indistinguishable
from human vision) indicates that the color sensitivity
functions may be more complex than described above with cone
sensitivity for each cone throughout the entire range of
color sensitivity but responses varying from inhibition to
excitation depending on wavelength and cone class. These are
called opponent responses. Non-opponent responses were also
detected which carried only intensity information with no
?Although
"accommodation"
is the term used by many authors,
others use the term
"adaptation"
for the same process.
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Figure 4a: Successive curves represent increasing adaptation
levels starting at zero for the uppermost curve ()








04.5 log td, O5.0 log td,
^6.0 log td, B6.5 log td .
5.5 log td,
Contrast sensitivity for a blue grating on a yellow
background from Kelly (a), (ref. 1, p 61) and Green
(b) (ref. 7, p 425). Note the significant differences
in sensitivity fall off at low spatial frequencies.
Again, modulation and contrast sensitivity are directly
compared due to inverse ordinate scales.
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wavelength detail. These interactions were measured in the
monkey's brain, not at the eye and therefore may be the
result of higher level data processing. However, the point
at which data are processed in humans has not been determined
at the present, but may be similar.
All of the research reviewed to date has included two
assumptions:
1) spatial frequency sensitivity is a function of the
distribution of cones in the retina and the level of
inhibition of adjacent cones and is not a function of
wavelength within the sensitivity envelope of the cone class;
2) the effects of lateral inhibition of the other
classes of cones could be effectively nulled.
This study was conducted to test the above assumptions
in the range of sensitivity of the blue sensitive cones. MTF
curves were generated at two different wavelengths of light,
400nm and 450nm.
An accommodating beam was used
at varied intensities to
measure the effect on MTF. The measurements were
compared to




The experiment consisted of presenting test targets to
subjects with normal color sensitivity, and vision at or
corrected to 20/20. The targets were
12"
diameter circles of
alternating light and dark horizontal bars of various spatial
frequencies with a dark surround viewed at a distance of 8
feet. The frequency, color and average intensity of the
targets were varied per the test scheme in the Methods
section. The modulation was slowly and smoothly varied first
from zero modulation up to the point where the patterns were
just perceived by the subject and then from a level somewhat
higher than that modulation down to the point where the
patterns just vanished. This entire scheme was repeated
several times with and without accommodating beams of various
intensities. The experiments were conducted in a darkened
room and the subjects eyes were rested for three minutes in
darkness before each test to adjust for the relatively bright
light required in the room to reset the test apparatus.
Threshold modulation was therefore directly measured.
Relatively low light levels were chosen for several
reasons:
1) It was thought that a level existed with light
in
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the far blue where the B cones would be stimulated but the
R & G cones would be below threshold. (4, 1, 7)
2) At low levels pupil contraction would not occur,
avoiding the unpleasant necessity of paralyzing accommodation
chemically. This was confirmed by taking measurements during
several of the trial runs.




A significant portion of this work involved the design
and construction of the test apparatus described below.
Features
The apparatus used in these experiments includes
several features:
1) The targets are viewed directly. Other than one
flat mirror between the subject and the targets,
there are no optical components. This greatly
simplifies data analysis as there is no apparatus
MTF contaminating the data.
2) Any number of spatial frequencies can be presented
restricted only by the number of targets fabricated.
3) Modulation can be infinitely varied with average
intensity of the target remaining virtually constant
if the equipment is properly balanced.
4) A wide range of intensities is available on both the
main illumination source and the accommodating beam.
5) Narrow spectral ranges at several peak wavelengths
are available for the main illumination source.
6) The apparatus involved minimal cost.
14
General Description (see figure)
The description will begin with the primary light
source. A Kodak Carousel projector was chosen because of its
high light output and evenness of illumination across its
field. 2 inch square glass interference filters are inserted
directly into the slide carriage for color modification. The
relatively neutral, smooth spectrum of the tungsten-halogen
light source allows easy calculation of output spectra with
the filters in place. Two filters were chosen, a 400nm
peak with a 20nm bandwidth, and a 450nm peak with a 5nm
bandwidth manufactured by Melles-Griotte . (See spectra in
appendix.) A wider bandwidth was chosen at 400nm because
insufficient illumination was obtained with a narrow filter
during initial testing to obtain adequate visibility.
Because of angular spread due to the cone of light in the
projector the actual peak is shifted slightly to shorter








where a = angle of incidence.
\ = peak at normal incidence.
\ = peak at angle of
incidence a.
>JP = effective index of
refraction of filter (given by
the manufacturer as approximately
1.45 for 400nm
and 450nm and 2.00 for 500nm) .
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and integrating over the cone of light, the peak and 50%
bandwidth become:
400nm - 388nm + 33nm
4 5 0nm - 4 3 6nm + 19nm
5 00nm -a 49 2nm + 13nm
The projector is mounted at 45 degrees to the base plane.
The diagonal of the projected square image is thus used so
there is sufficient illuminated area to cover the two
adjacent circular fields of the target (front & back) .
Light from the projector is then split into two beams
using four mirrors at 45 degrees (see figure) . Spatial beam
splitting is used not only to provide two beams at a
sufficient distance from each other, but also to guarantee
both beams have identical intensity and color.
Neutral density filters are placed over the end of the
lens to adjust intensity. Voltage adjustment is not used due
to the integral fan circuit and because tungsten-halogen
lamps must not be operated at low voltage or metallic
deposits will form on the inside of the envelope changing
intensity in an unpredictable way.
2 inch square plastic polarizing filters are mounted



















filters are included in one beam or the other, when
necessary, to balance the beams for the diffuser and target
described later.
Filtered, polarized light then is passed through two
rotating glass polarizers which are geared together so they
remain perpendicular to each other regardless of the angle of
rotation. Thus, as the filters are turned the angle between
the fixed and rotating polarizers changes causing the
intensity of the two beams to vary; one up, one down.
1/4 wave plates sandwiched in glass are next in the
light path to circularly polarize the light thereby
effectively preventing any unwanted effects polarized light
might cause later.
Large mirrors are placed approximately 6 feet from the
beams at opposing 45 degree angles so their light strikes
opposite sides of the target placed between them (see
diagram) .
The targets consist of high contrast, equal width, light
and dark bars produced photographically on clear, high
contrast film, litho processed to
D-min<.04 and D-max> 6 . 0 ,
these targets are 12 inches in diameter
and thus subtend
approximately 8 degrees when
viewed from 8 feet. At this
distance, the targets provide
spatial frequencies of 0.25
cycles/degree to 10 cycles/degree in ten
increments.
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These targets are placed in contact with a diffuser on
one side. The diffuser consists of 4 layers of Crovex*
film base. Crovex base was chosen because of its excellent
diffusion characteristics, thinness (approximately 4 mils),
relatively flat spectrum, translucency (known through the
author's personal experience), and its ready availability.
Thus, light from one side provides a highly modulated
image of the target transmitted thru to the other side of the
diffuser and light from the other side provides a DC image.
By changing the amount of light on each side, total
modulation can be varied but average intensity can be
maintained at a constant as illustrated by Figure 6.
A small TDC slide projector is used for the
accommodating beam. Its 300w conventional tungsten bulb
output can be infinitely varied using a rheostat. Voltage
applied to the filament is measured and is proportional to
brightness. There is some shift in color temperature as
voltage is reduced, however the region of most significant
change (blue) is not of consequence. The W16 filter (yellow)
in the light path cuts off at approximately 520nm eliminating
all blue light. The overall effect on the effective output
spectrum is considered negligible for the purposes of this
work (see appendix) . The projector design
again allows even
*Crovex base is manufactured by E. I. Du Pont de Nemours as
















illumination. The projector is placed next to the other
equipment and illuminates the reflection (no target) side of
the diffuser. ND filters placed over the lens allow
additional control of intensity. Kodak Wratten gel filters
mounted in slide frames and inserted into the projector
provide the necessary color. W16 filters were used as used
by Kelly and by Green.
Several light baffles are used as illustrated. The
apparatus is painted flat black and the room surfaces are
blackened to avoid stray light interference detected during
prototype evaluation.
Target structure
12-inch circular targets with a dark surround were
chosen because they would approximate the targets used by
Kelly and Green in the experiments that laid the foundation
for this type of research. There are opinions supported by a
variety of experiments that the limited visual angle the
target subtends and the high contrast of the edge at the dark
surround introduce errors in the determination of actual
threshold modulation. This was not considered a problem as
the errors are always systematic offsets and the purpose of
this work was not to measure absolute thresholds but rather
changes in thresholds. It is felt that close approximation
21
to the work that is being referenced is important so this
work can build on that foundation.
Bar targets were chosen rather than the more common
sinusoidal targets for several reasons.
1) Bar targets are easy to construct with standard
photographic techniques at a wide range of spatial
frequencies and at 100% modulation which was
required for the experimental apparatus.
2) Modulation of bar targets can be measured easily and
accurately by measuring two broad areas of the
target. Sinusoidal targets are much more difficult
requiring multiple, carefully spaced measurements
compounded by the averaging effect of the wide
aperture needed for sampling. This experiment could
be calibrated using a commercially available spot
meter rather than some complex scanning slit device
with all its attendant problems.
3) At the threshold limit the
subject is perceiving
only the primary
sinusoidal component of the target
anyway, so this




In order to understand why a bar target is perceived as
a sinusoidal target at threshold an example will be employed
using a 5 bar target.
i i'ii






This simple target could be represented mathematically
as a rect(x) function convolved with a series of 5 delta
functions at -4, -2, 0, 2, 4. The frequency spectrum of this
target could then be obtained by Fourier transforming this
equation which gives:
L87Tf ,477f -L47Tf -C87Tf
(e + e + e + e ) sinc(f)





In order to determine how this would be perceived it is
appropriate to convolve the original spatial function by the
spread function of the perception system (in this case, the
eye) or multiply the final equation by the transfer function
in the frequency domain.
Assuming the best case where the threshold transfer
function is a horizontal line (all frequencies perceived
equally well
-
much better than is the case) . The approach
towards threshold could be represented as multiplying the
frequency equation by smaller and smaller constants and
threshold as the point where the sine wave peak just meets
the line of threshold sensitivity. As should be obvious now
from the example, the primary sine wave peak is the only one
still perceptible at threshold. (27)
The graphical example that follows uses a more complex
target and an estimate of the actual transfer function of the
eye, but it is apparent that the results are the same.
It is
therefore concluded that a bar target properly employed will
allow proper measurement of sinusoidal threshold
sensitivities .
In actuality, the higher frequency
components are
reduced even further by the slight out of
contact between the
targets and the layers of diffuser material and the diffusion


















Small arrows denote perceived DC and
sinusoidal power.




Wratten 16 filtered accommodating light was used because
this duplicated conditions used by Kelly (1) and Green (7),
the primary works of comparison and, as would be expected, it
appears to be a very good choice.
Experiments done by Wald (4) , Brown, Bowmaker and
Dartnall (18) and others indicate a drop off in blue cone
sensitivity to virtually nil at wavelengths greater that
510nm. The Wratten 16 displays no measurable transmission
below 520nm and rises rapidly to nearly 90% at wavelengths
greater than 580nm. Combining this with the spectrum of the
tungsten projector lamp allows a great deal of light to be
available in the published ranges of red and green












Through trial and error the following technique evolved.
All data reported were collected this way.
1) Once the apparatus was set up for an experimental
run, all lights were extinguished except for a dim
"cat's
eye"
lamp (out of the subject's field of
view) used by myself to record data.
2) After 3 minutes in darkness, the apparatus was
illuminated, both main and accommodating beams, at
the proper levels at zero modulation.
3) After one minute fixation on a dark dot at the
target's center, modulation was slowly increased by
rotating the polarizers (approximately 15 seconds
from 0 degrees to 90 degrees) .
4) At the subject's verbal signal of the appearance of
"stripes", the rotation was halted and the angle of
deflection recorded.
5) The polarizers were then
rotated an additional 10
degrees (more modulation) and then slowly rotated
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in a counter direction until the subject signalled
the vanishing of the stripes. This angle was also
recorded.
6) The polarizers were then reset to 0 degrees and the
process repeated three more times (eight data
points total) .
7) At the end of the cycle, the polarizers were again
reset to 0 degrees, the subject closed their eyes
and the target was changed (without changing the
room light level) to the next randomly selected
one .
8) The process was repeated from step 3.
9) After all the targets were evaluated (approximately
one hour for one set) , the room lights were turned
on and the subject was permitted a 15-30 minute
break .
10) Three to five apparatus configurations were
evaluated on each testing day. Testing was halted
when the subject began to feel eyestrain. Whenever
possible, relatively bright
set ups were used
following dim set ups as these were
easier on the
subjects eyes and thus allowed some relief.
28







The data as collected were in terms of polarizer
deflection angle and had to be converted to target modulation
to be evaluated. All eight data points for each apparatus/
target combination were averaged to get a single angular
value for that combination. (Differences between the
increasing modulation and decreasing modulation averages were
noted and are discussed in the appendix.) These angular
values were run through the equation developed below to get
the corresponding modulation values which are the values used
in the plots in the
"results"
section. In order to develop a
relationship between polarizer angle and modulation,
illuminance readings were taken from the diffuser screen. A
Spectra Spotmeter (model UBD) with a 1/4 degree field of view
was placed in the position of the subject and alternately
focused on the dark and light bars of the target at polarizer
settings of 0, 20, 40, 60, 80, and 90 degrees. Direct
readings in Cd/m2 were recorded. A typical data plot for
white light with no accommodating beam is shown below.
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This technique provided the data needed to balance the
apparatus (produce a relatively flat I average curve) and was
the basis for checking the equation developed for angle vs.
modulation. As polarizers cross, their transmissions can be
calculated as:
(1) T1
= (Tmax - Tmin) cos 0 + Tmin
Where: Tmax is measured at parallel orientation,
Tmin is measured at crossed orientation,
0 is the angle between them.
In the case of this apparatus, because the two rotating
polarizers are perpendicular, one side follows equation (1),
the other:
(2) T = (Tmax
-
Tmin) cos (-^-
- @ ) + Tmin
Where: Tmax, Tmin and 0 are the same as in (1) .
The intensity of light passing thru the polarizers is
proportional to transmission of the polarizers.
The luminance of the target can be represented by the
sketch below where:
I, is the light incident on the targets backside and is
proportional to T.^ the
transmission of the polarizer on that
side.
ID is the light incident on
the front (diffuser) side
B
and is proportional to the transmission
of the polarizer on
that side T2 .
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IB is the net output luminance at any target point,
TT is the transmittance of the target/dif fuser .
RT is the reflectance of the diffuser.
Figure 12
I0(max) = (IA) TT
+ (lfi) P^,









where I is light incident on the polarizers and defining
modulation as:
I (max) - I (min)
M =

















and using equation (1) and equation (2) in equation (3) .
^' ((Tmax - Tmin)
cos2
Q + Tmin) TT Ift
((Tmax - Tmin)
cos2
0 + Tmin) TT
I*
+ ((Tmax - Tmin) sin 0 + Tmin) R^, Ig2
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[_equal width clear and black bars on target.
= 1/2 ((Tmax - Tmin)
cos2
Q + Tmir.1 T t1 * / ,t, m- > 2 r\ 1d mu. i) tt lft
t ((Tmax - Tmin)
sin'
0 + Tmin) I! I
In order for IQ(avg) to be a constant, so only modulation
changes with polarizer angle, R
i*




- ((Tmax - Tmin)
cos2
0 ? Tmin, 1/2 Tj
xl
+ ( (Tnulx . ^^
,in2
Q +^ 1/2 T ^
T A
= ((Tmax - Tmin) + 2Tmin) 1/2 T l} = constant
Plotting actual data measured from the final experimental set
up for I (avg) and M and comparing it with calculated M
using equation (4) shows very close agreement (see plot),
therefore equation (4) has been used to determine the
modulation for all angles measured in this work.







Tmax = 28.2% ~)
r 10 extinction range





vary, a . 3ND filter placed in the
light path to satisfy the IQ (avg)
= constant requirement
allows simplification of equation (4) to:
M =
( (Tmax - Tmin)
cos2
Q + Tmin) TT
((Tmax - Tmin)
cos2
0 + Tmin) T + ((Tmax - Tmin) sin 8 + Tmin) ^T/2
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The separation beginning below 6% modulation was not
considered to cause interference as in no case were
modulations less than 7% detected. The apparatus was
calibrated at the start of each session to confirm compliance
with the above curves.
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RESULTS
The data are presented graphically in the figures that
follow. Each point plotted is the simple average of the
eight data points collected at that unique set of test
conditions (see Appendix A for a discussion of data spread at
each point) . This method of presentation was chosen for its
obvious advantages in interpretation. A listing of the
hundreds of actual data values is not presented in this paper
to conserve space and as it would provide little additional
insight.
Modulation is presented on the ordinate in percent
with 0% at the top and 100% at the bottom. This value is the
threshold modulation and therefore a higher value reflects a
decreased sensitivity. This plotting scheme then displays
increasing sensitivity from bottom to top. The abscissa
displays spatial frequency from .25 cycles/degree to 5 cycles
/degree plotted on a logarithmic scale as this gives a good
presentation and is consistent with the literature. Several
related curves are shown in each figure.
In most cases, the data are presented
in terms of log
trolands. Intensity readings were taken by placing the
sensor of a broad spectrum radiometer two feet from the
observation side of the target diffuser and reading the
energy striking the sensor.
The sensor is flat, of know area
and possesses no angular bias in the range involved.
Since
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the target/diffuser dimensions are also known, it was
possible, thru some straightforward mathematics, to calculate
the intensity of the target in LL Joules/steradian. However
since the response of the sensor, the spectrum of the light
source are not flat and filtration was used, it was necessary
to determine what the effective measured spectrum was. A
cascading of spectra was employed and is displayed
graphically in Figure 14.







































Figure 14a shows the additional step of cascading using the
W16 filter transmission curve.
EFFECTIVE RESPONSE OF RADIOMETER
120h
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Figure 14a.
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A similar technique was used to determine how the eye would
respond to the same light except that the CIE Scotopic
sensitivity curve was substituted for the sensitivity curve
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The conversion from measured energy to effective visual
energy was then taken as a factor determined by the
difference in the area under each curve. Similarly, the
light from the narrow band pass filters was analyzed. Filter
transmission curves, as shown in the appendix, were cascaded
and ratios were taken. Effective visual energy was
determined in lumens/steradian. Given a measured pupil
diameter and the distance the subject was from the target,
the retinal illuminance was calculated in trolands.
Figures 16 and 17 show a series of curves generated by
decreasing the intensity of the target illumination
for 400nm
and 450nm light respectively- The topmost curves in
both
figures overlay nearly exactly
and the change in curve shape
is very similar as intensity
drops in both figures showing
slight drop at low frequencies and a
marked drop at higher
frequencies. The highest sensitivity is generally
detected
at or near 1.0 cycles/degree.
Figures 18 and 19 show a series
of curves that begin
with the same highest curve
as Figures 16 and 17, but show




can be made of these curves.
The curves are most severely
depressed at higher frequencies.
However the lower
frequencies are depressed to
a greater
extent than Figures 16 and
17 with a very
noticeable drop at
.25
cycles/degree in the 400nm
curve.
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Figure 18.






























Figure 20 shows a series of increasing accommodation
similar to Figures 18 and 19 but with a target illumination
of 500nm. The unaccommodated curve is very similar to those
obtained with 400nm and 450nm light but the effects of
accommodation are much more profound. Sensitivities to all
frequencies are severely depressed with both the highest and
lowest being affected the greatest initially. A point is
reached where no spatial frequency information can be
resolved.
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The final figure (21) displays a white light intensity
series designed to define scotopic performance at light
levels similar to those used in the colored trials.
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Figure 21.
Again, the fall off is most significant at the higher
frequencies and an overall curve depression is noted.
It is appropriate to comment on the relative flatness of
these curves in the low frequency range. Many authors (1, 2,
7) have shown a characteristic fall in contrast sensitivity
at low frequencies. This has been attributed to strong
lateral inhibition. It is possible that some threshold
intensity is required to activate
lateral inhibition to any
significant degree and that the intensity levels of most of
the trials in this work are below that threshold. In any
event, these results are
consistent with data generated by
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VanNes and Bouman(13) at similar intensities. The lack of
lateral inhibition effects at low illumination can also be
supported by a comparison of brightness responses in the
curves following . (James, p540)(24) Note that the effect of
the bright surround is negligible at the lowest average
luminance levels.
This would be a sensible
"design"
for the visual system
as lateral inhibition is very useful for sharpening
edge
perception at bright light levels, but efficient use of all




Each solid curve represents the brightness responses of an
observer to the log luminances of an image viewed in a dark
surround when the image has a small angular size and an
average luminance that remains constant at the value marked
in millilamberts near the curve. The average luminance










Each solid curve represents the brightness responses of an
observer to the log luminances of an image viewed in a fully
lighted room having an average luminance equal to the average
luminance of the image. The average luminance of the image,
marked in Tnillilamberts near each solid curve, controls the





This study was conducted in part to measure the change
in spatial modulation sensitivity of the blue cone system (B
cones) due to color shift and intensity. Figures 16 & 17
illustrate this performance at 400nm and 450nm. Both curves
show very similar performance. The topmost curve, measured
at the highest light levels, shows sensitivities to
modulation as low as approximately 10% to about 1.5
cycles/degree and then sensitivity declines slightly to
approximately 20% modulation by 3 cycles/degree. As
intensity falls off the ability to detect gratings of higher
frequencies falls off to a great extent, while low
frequencies are depressed only slightly. The lowest curve in
both cases was taken when the subject was able to see
gratings but no longer able to distinguish any color in the
target. In these cases, no grating was detectable at 100%
modulation at 2 cpd or higher.
The relationship between average
retinal illumination
and threshold modulation is revealed in plots isometric in
spatial frequency. (Figures 23 & 24) A decrease in spatial
sensitivity is noted (increasing
threshold modulation) with
decreasing illumination.
Performance is very similar at all
frequencies up to 1.5 cpd.
The rate of decrease
(slope = A threshold modulation) then rises
A retinal illumination
significantly as spatial frequency
rises although the
45
relationship is still approximately linear. In other words,
as illumination level decreases, contrast sensitivity falls
off faster at high frequencies.
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It has been determined that the log of this slope varies


















.5 log /\ threshold modulation q^ spatial frequency
A log retinal illuminance
or
log / A threshold modulation oc spatial frequency
^ A log retinal illuminance
This is an interesting relationship implying a relatively
complex transformation in the visual system. No
mechanism
has yet been proposed to adequately
explain this.
In both the 400nm and 450nm cases
the curves do not show
the characteristic significant
fall off at low frequencies
seen by many researchers
(for instance Kelly and Green) and
ascribed to lateral inhibition.
However at the relatively
low levels of retinal
illumination used in these experiments
it is probable that lateral
inhibition effects are minimal
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(perhaps due to some threshold) . This is supported by the
work of VanNes and Bouman. They also found little fall off
due to lateral inhibition at low frequencies with
monochromatic 450nm light at retinal illuminances of -1.05
log td and below.
An anomaly in the data is noted when the absolute
illuminance levels are considered. Similar curves can be
found in both sets of data, but when the retinal illuminance
of any of the curve pairs are compared, it is observed that
the illuminance level at 400nm is always much less than that
at 450nm. This implies greater sensitivity to modulation
and/or light at shorter wavelengths which is clearly contrary
to conventional wisdom. The problem seems to arise from the
calculation of retinal illuminance by use of the CIE scotopic
curve. This curve indicates much lower sensitivity at 400nm
than 450nm. This is indeed the case for relatively bright
light levels where all three cone systems are active. But at
the low levels of illumination used here, chosen to be near
or below the sensitivity threshold of the R & G cones, a more
appropriate sensitivity curve would be one such as that
generated by Wald(4) for the B cones. Using the action
spectra of the B cone pigment, as illustrated in Figure 25
and integrating over the bandwidths presented by the two
narrow bandpass filters used, the sensitivity difference
between the 400nm presentation and the 450nm presentation is
only 55% with the 450nm sensitivity
the higher. This
48
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the factor of 35X sensitivity
difference determined from the CIE
curves. Using the
integrated Wald sensitivities, and recalculating
the retinal
illuminances, the curves overlap
where effective
illuminances
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With this more probable approach to the data, it can be
concluded that spatial sensitivity does not vary, at least to
the levels that can be detected given the noise in these
data, between wavelength windows at significantly different
positions in the B cone sensitivity envelope.
A similar intensity series was run for white light to
determine what the photopic sensitivity curve looks like with
this experimental set up. The data are presented in an
earlier figure. An interesting comparison can be drawn
between the curve at lowest intensity for white light and
those for 400 and 450nm (Fig 28) . It is clear that the white
light curve reflects photopic vision as: (1) the retinal
intensity is below the thresholds
reported in much of the
literature and; (2) the subject was unable to distinguish
differences in color when filters were inserted into the
































intensity case to 3 cpd while to only 2 cpd for both blue
filters even though the total energy available was greater
for each blue test*. An important fact is that the targets
appeared to the subject to be gray
-
no color information -
for all three presentations. It is not clear, then, whether
at low enough intensity the B cones transmit intensity
information without color information or whether a transition
to photopic vision has been made and blue myopia has
depressed the rods apparent spatial sensitivity at higher
frequencies. This was not pursued as it is outside the scope
of this work, but would be a good topic for future
investigation. It is especially interesting when the work of
DeValois et al(26) is considered. They found, at the LGN
cell level in Macaque monkeys, intensity and color
information in separate information channels. This implies
the possibility of separate threshold values at some level of
data processing.
The next question pursued was whether R & G cones could
be effectively nulled with a uniform yellow light outside the
sensitivity range of the B cones.
The important question is
whether active R & G cones inhibit the B cones in some way
thereby interfering with the ability
to gather accurate
sensitivity data on B cones.
*This implies that the rods have a broader spatial
sensitivity function than the B
cones perhaps due to the
number of mosaic elements in the retina. This is consistent
with current literature.
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The data presented earlier clearlv show a depression in
the ability to distinguish blue gratings as the intensity of
an overall yellow field is increased. ^his relationship is
represented below in plots isometric in spatial frequencv.
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As can be seen, spatial sensitivity falls off at an
increasingly higher rate for frequencies above 1.5 cpd and at
a similar rate for all frequencies 1.5 cpd and lower.
If there is no active inhibition occurring from the
R & G cones it would be expected that no change in contrast
sensitivity would occur as yellow light is added. If
inhibition does occur, the ability to resolve the target
gratings should diminish as the background increases. This
is a restatement of Weber's Law (see Appendix C) which states
that /\ I should remain a constant. Where Al is the
I
radiance amplitude difference between light and dark bars
and is the average radiance of the target. In the case of
an adapting light with no inhibitory effects
this could be
restated as I = I + Ia
Ai
I -I- I = const.
The curves following show that when
modulation is
recalculated including Ifl in
the average intensity Weber's
Law is not exactly followed,
and in fact sensitivity appears
to increase as the adapting
background intensity increases!
(Fig 30)
Rather than using retinal
illuminance in trolands,
calculations were done in effective
quanta. This eliminates
the question of how to
calculate trolands at 400 and
450nm
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condition the total number of photons available was
calculated from the light distribution and radiometer
sensitivity curves. This number was then reduced
proportionately by the sensitivity curves of Wald. Although
some assumptions had to be made about the quantum efficiency
of the radiometer, the relative proportions should be
reasonable hence the modulation values accurate.
It is well established that there is a roughly
logarithmic transformation very early in the visual system,
probably prior to the stage that
involves lateral inhibition.
In the manner of Cornsweet the system could be described as
e = k log I where
e = excitation passed to the next stage
k = constant of proportionality




= k log I 2
and threshold modulation




background is added with intensity I 3 ,
sensed
by a different sensing
system and no inhibition is involved.
Then
e^
= k log (1 1
) +
k'
log (1 3 L
e'
= k log U2 )
+
*'
log (1 3 )





for Weber's Law to hold, Ae
must increase as e
and
e2
increase but in logarithmic
units.
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The collected data were again tested for adherence to
Weber's Law but each modulation value was recalculated
modifying the modulation by log_ (I accommodation) as if the
excitation were added at a later stage by an independent
sensing system.
Again, if Weber's Law holds then threshold modulation
should be relatively constant and the increased modulation of
the target will be proportionately reduced by the increased
background field.
The charts below show nearly horizontal straight line
performance for both 400 and 450nm targets. This may be
interpreted as compliance with Weber's Law to a high degree
and therefore negligible effect of lateral inhibition.
400nm TARGET - VARY. YELLOW BACKGND
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Figure 31.
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It is also fair to conclude that the R & G cones are not
contributing or interfering with any spatial frequency
information throughout the range of these tests. This is
supported by the series of trials described in Figure 20. In
this case the target was illuminated with light in the
sensitivity range of the R & G cones (approximately 500nm,
see Figure 33) . Here the cone systems detecting the target
is also detecting the adapting beam and lateral inhibition is
expected. The curve shapes are quite different that those
previously discussed. At
target intensity levels higher than
those used for the blue targets, all frequency information is
lost at background levels equivalent to
those where grids
were still very visible in the
blue trials. Clearly, Weber's
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It must be noted that in literature there is a growing bodv
of authors that feel a cube root transformation more
accurately describes the activity in the early stages of the
retina rather than a logarithm. (24) However, the figures
below show that in the data ranges of these experiments
logarithmic and cube root transformations yield very similar
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A device was designed and constructed that provided the
ability to present to a subject a wide spatial frequency
range of line gratings. These gratings were presented to
test subjects at various levels of illumination, at
approximately 400, 450 and 500 nm, both with and without
yellow accommodating illumination overlayed. Modulation was
continuously varied to determine threshold contrast
sensitivities .
All of the experiments described were conducted at low
levels of illumination, ranging from less that two orders of
magnitude above the thresholds for color perception down to
photopic vision. At these levels, light distributed around
400 and 450nm appears to be detected with a sensitivity
similar to that described by Wald for blue cones. Spatial
sensitivity is relatively uniform
from .25 to 1.5 cpd and
then falls off significantly beyond. A lack of
fall off at
low frequencies, in deference to much of the literature,
is
consistent with low illumination research, such as that
of
VanNes and Bouman.(13) This sensitivity
appears to be the
same at 400 and 450 nm confirming
spatial sensitivity
uniformity within
the blue cone spectral sensitivity
envelope. This confirms the accuracy
of the first assumption
common in the literature this work
was to test. As
illumination levels drop, the ability to
detect gratings
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falls with the most dramatic fall off at higher frequencies.
These data are also generally consistent with those collected
by VanNes and Bouman. Applying a uniform yellow illumination
in the range of sensitivity of the Red and Green cones
depresses the ability to resolve Blue gratings but in
agreement with Weber's Law. This indicates that there is no
intercone system lateral inhibition at the light levels
tested. This confirms the accuracy of the second assumption
common in the literature this work was to test. Similar
experiments conducted with a green (50 0nn) target and yellow
background show strong deviation from Weber's Lav; in the
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There are two primary types of variation in the data.
Although large numbers of experimental runs and data
averaging minimized their effects on data interpretation,
their interesting nature warrants discussion. The figure
below of one experimental run illustrates both types.
TYPICAL DATA - ERROR DISPLAY
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Figure 34.
At each spatial frequency generally two clusters of data can
be found. Invariably, the lower cluster (diamonds) (higher
threshold modulation) was found where the threshold was being
approached from levels of low modulation (ie., when grating
just appears) . The higher cluster (crosses) was found when
the threshold was being approached from high modulation (ie.,
when the grating just vanishes) .
Several possible
explanations can be offered.





may not intersect at
one point. (This seems
67
unlikely as seeing a grating or not does not appear to
have much room for interpretation.)
The amount of information required to be sure of an
answer may require going beyond the actual threshold to




o Although modulation was varied slowly there is some
reaction time for the subject and the equipment operator
accounting for some overshoot.
o When the target is being reduced in modulation there is
the possibility of some
"afterimage"
causing a
perception of a grating for a short time after threshold
has been passed.
It is most likely that a little of each contributed to the
total spread. This type of variation was found to be
essentially the same for all runs and all experimental
conditions. The deviation is the least at levels of high
contrast sensitivity and greatest at levels of low contrast
sensitivity.
Variation within the cluster appears to be true
experimental error with no pattern or correlation with
intensity or modulation (contrast sensitivity level) . This
error is probably due to equipment variation,
operator
technique, subject judgement variation, etc. In all cases,
68
in the body of this paper, the curve drawn is the average of




Following are the transmission curves of the narrow bandpass
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Weber's law was derived years ago from experimental
data and reconfirmed by many authors. From this
relationship, a logrithmic transformation at or near the
retina was proposed. This can be better understood through
some simple mathematics.
Assume that an approximately logarithmic transformation
does occur at an early stage in the visual system (perhaps
right at the cones) and that the eye's measure of contrast
between two target areas of different intensity is the simple
difference between the signals generated. Threshold can be
defined as the smallest difference between two signals that
can be detected and will be assigned a value k. Given two
intensity values j? and JJ +A\ where A J^ is that minimum
intensity difference where:
log ( j( + A J? ) - log ( fi ) = k








J( = 10 - 1 = k (constant)
or, simply stated,
as the base intensity increases, the
difference in intensities must increase linearly to be
perceived as the same threshold contrast.
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Since adherence to Weber's law has been confirmed under
various test conditions by many authors, the assumption of a
logrithmic transformation is supported.
Lateral inhibition would be expected to cause deviation
from linearity as the signal would no longer be a logarithmic
transformation of intensity and the linearity would no longer
hold. (25)
